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1. Introduction 
 
Software hot swapping refers to the process in which a part of a running software 
application is replaced by a new version of the program during runtime, mainly for 
maintenance, upgrade and bug-fixing reasons. While most software systems can be 
effectively shut down and upgraded off- line, certain safety and mission critical 
applications such as in telecommunications and air traffic control cannot afford any such 
down time.  
Several approaches to hot swapping, or runtime software evolution (reconfiguration) in 
other word, have been proposed in the literature [1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 8, 9]. 
This work builds on earlier research [1, 2, 10] in which the main issues in software hot-
swapping were identified and tackled by decomposing the application in an arbitrary set 
of swappable modules called s-modules. The hot-swapping process was then executed by 
a “swap manager”, which took care of state transfer between the old and the new s-
module. The referential transparency problem [10] was solved through the use of the 
proxy pattern, but this meant that proxies had to be provided for each s-module.  
In this paper we study the benefits provided by the use of standard component 
technologies such as JavaBeans to simplify and manage the hot-swapping process. Our 
contribution here is twofold: 

• we describe SwapBox, a test container for hot-swappable JavaBeans. The 
SwapBox is an extension of the BeanBox provided in the Bean Development Kit 
(BDK) by Sun Microsystems (http://java.sun.com/beans). We chose to extend the 
BeanBox because of the availability and the simplicity of its source code. 

• we describe one of the two distinct JavaBean hot-swapping processes which are 
embedded in the SwapBox as reference implementations.  By design, the 
SwapBox can be used as a framework to try out alternative hot-swapping 
solutions. 

This paper is organized as follows: we first review the design of the original BeanBox. 
We then introduce the SwapBox and describe its design. Following that we show how we 
tackle the different hot-swapping issues in the context of the SwapBox.  
  



2. Overview of the BeanBox 
The BeanBox is developed by Sun Microsystems as a test container for Java Beans. 
Users are able to load JavaBean components, drag and drop them into a panel called the 
BeanBox, and finally configure them and hook them up with other JavaBeans. 
Furthermore, users are able to serialize a configured bean into a file, and recover it into 
memory later. The property sheet allows users to modify beans properties at runtime. 
JavaBeans are event driven. In applications composed in the BeanBox, a bean has no 
direct reference to beans with which it interacts, since a bean cannot know in advance 
which other beans it will interact with. The BeanBox automatically generates, compiles 
and loads an adapter class on the fly, which is inserted between a source bean and the 
target bean. The source bean only knows the reference to the event adapter, and the event 
adapter in turn knows the reference to the target bean. When the source bean attempts to 
invoke a method at the target bean, it actually invokes the same signature method at the 
event adapter, which in turn invokes the method at the target bean. Because the “glue 
code” (event adapter) is created dynamically, it can defer the establishment of 
interactions between beans to the last minute, and creates the potential to replace a bean 
at runtime. The following figure shows an example of an automatically generated event 
hook up code: 
 

 
 
Three classes, BeanBox, EventTargetDialog, and HookupManager are involved in wiring 
beans. BeanBox enables the selection of the source bean and the target bean, as well as 
the outgoing event. The EventTargetDialog enables the selection of the target method. 
HookupManager is used to automatically generate the adapter, compile the adapter, and 
load it into the memory. In the next section we will show how we use and extend these 
classes to allow component hot-swapping. 



3. Design and Implementation of the SwapBox 
 
The SwapBox follows the event-based communication mechanism used in the BeanBox. 
However, there are major modifications to the role of the event adapter, which is no 
longer a simple “relay station” for method invocation. Also, the SwapBox provides a 
facility to make up mapping rules at runtime, which allow to “map” the state of the old 
bean to  the state of the new bean, in case the beans in question do not follow the same 
interface. The following figure shows a class diagram of the main pieces of the 
SwapBox: 
 

 
 
3.1 The AdapterCenter 
 
In order to swap out an old bean, the SwapBox should switch event adapters attached to 
the old bean to the new bean. For this reason, the SwapBox should be able to know what 
event adapters are attached to a particular bean. The BeanBox does not provide such 
facility. Therefore we provide an AdapterCenter class in the SwapBox. The 
AdapterCenter is used to store information about event adapters. For each event adapter, 
it stores a SwapEventInfo object which contains the source bean, target bean, the 
outgoing event, the target method, and a reference to the adapter. All these information 
are needed when a swap transaction is requested by the SwapManager.  
During a swap transaction the AdapterCenter is consulted, and if the following conditions 
are NOT met: 
• The set of events fired by the old bean A is the subset of the events fired by A’; 
• The set of methods at A invoked by other beans via event delivery is the subset of 

methods provided at A’; 
then an exception will occur to signal the potential discrepancy.  
 



Many ways could be thought of in dealing with such an exception: 
• the concerned beans could be consulted to find out whether the discrepancy is 

acceptable or should the swap transaction be aborted. However this requires the 
beans to have some extra knowledge; 

• the user of the SwapBox could be prompted to either proceed with or abort the 
transaction, knowing that proceeding with the transaction could potentially lead to 
a partial or total disconnection between two beans!  

 
3.2 The SwapEventAdapter 
 
The fact that the adapter generated by the BeanBox has a setTarget method is a good 
premise for hot-swapping. However, there is a need to block the service requests and 
queue incoming events during the swap transaction ([1] discusses the conditions to be 
met for a component to be ready to be swapped out). The following figure shows part of 
the adapter code generated by the SwapBox: 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



3.3 State Transfer 
 
In order to transfer the state of an old bean to the new bean, an intuitive and elegant 
approach would be to rely of the serialization mechanism: the SwapBox would save the 
old bean’s state by serializing it, and recover it by unserializing it into the new bean. This 
way, the responsibility to determine what constitutes the state of a bean would be 
delegated to the bean itself. Unfortunately, Serialization has currently some 
shortcomings: for instance, one cannot unserialize into a bean with a different class name. 
Also, the interface of the new bean might be different from the old one. Therefore there is 
a need to specify some mapping rules between the two interfaces. We have decided that 
such mapping rules should be specified by the user right before the swap transaction 
takes place: the SwapBox analyses the old bean and the new bean’s properties using 
reflection and displays them to the user so that he/she can map the properties of the old 
one to the properties of the new one. The user is also prompted to specify a time out 
value for the swap transaction. The mapping rules are then saved in an XML document. 
In the figure below, the old bean and the new bean have identical properties but that need 
not be the case: 
 

 
 
The values of the properties are then accessed using the getter methods of the old bean, 
and set in the new bean via its setter methods. Sun is currently working on an XML-
based alternative to serialization, which would in particular remove the class name 
constraint. We are planning to use such a feature so that we can truly rely on the beans to 
decide what their state should consist in. The mapping rules between the XML files could 
then be stored in a XSLT stylesheet instead of using our current custom tags. 
The SwapBox is not necessarily where the real swap transaction should take place. 
Instead, the SwapBox can be used to simulate and test whether the swap transaction is 
feasible and quick enough for given beans. Therefore, one of the benefits of storing the 
mapping rules in an XML file is that once the rules are created, they can be shipped 
together with the new bean to the location where the actual transaction should take place. 
 
 
 



3.4 Putting it all together: the SwapManager 
 
When a swap transaction is requested, the SwapManger comes into play. Its main 
responsibilities include: 

• Set a timeout for the swap transaction  
• Parse the swap transaction file to retrieve parameters specific to the particular 

transaction 
• Create event adapters for the new bean 
• According to the states in the old bean, create new states 
• Clean up the old bean in case of successful transaction 
• Roll back to the old bean in case of exception or timeout 

Our swap transaction technique is simple. We create a set of event adapters for the new 
bean at first. In this stage, the old bean behaves as usual. Then we block services for the 
old bean and transfer the states from the old bean to the new bean. If no exceptions occur, 
we swap the old bean with new bean and remove the old bean from the SwapBox. 
Otherwise, the event adapters created for the new bean will be removed and the old bean 
continues its service. The following picture is a snapshot of the SwapBox at work, where 
a BubbleSort bean is being replaced with a QuickSort bean at runtime: 
 

 

Conclusion and future work 
The swapping process described in this paper is one of the two methods that have been 
integrated in the SwapBox. Indeed, we want the SwapBox to also be a framework to help 
evaluate the merits of various techniques. We are planning to apply our techniques to the 
telecommunications domain. In the meantime, the SwapBox source code is available for 
evaluation and feedback, and the reader is welcome to contact the authors to access it.  
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